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Abstract 
As the infrastructure for the informationization of the university, campus network plays a pivotal role in the area 
of teaching, research, management and so on. To make the campus network more secure and stable, universities 
usually invest large sums of money to purchase a large number of security devices and software in order to deploy 
campus network. The security devices and software are mainly used to defend external attacks, ignoring the 
protection and control of internal network security. While the use of these security hardware and software are often 
used as a simple pile, with no connection with each other, and do not form an integrated defense system. So that the 
large investment can not play a   role in the security. This article intends to introduce a global network security, ideas, 
and form an integrated defense system, to handle the problems of network security issues. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
The continuous advancement of the informationization of the makes the construction of the campus
network more and more perfect; the teaching, office, research has become increasingly dependent on the 
network platform. With the continuous development of network technology, various security problems 
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begin to appear. Eliminating the problems of the network security has become the focus of 
informationization in campus. 
In this serious security situation, the optimization of the university network security system came into 
being. The optimization of the university network security system aims to effectively manage internal 
users, through the network security authentication, the host of health protection, network security, and so 
on. Through series of measures, we can achieve the legalization of user identities within the network, 
Internet security situation in the health of the host, the security of network communications and the 
standardization of user network access behavior. 
2. Advancing question 
Currently, campus network security deployment for the defensive measures for external attacks has 
been relatively reasonable, but it is not satisfactory to defend internal network security incident, it is not 
satisfactory. How to create a safe, stable and reliable internal network has become the focused security 
issues that university need to resolve currently. The current campus network security mainly faces the 
following problems and challenges. 
Guarantee of the device safety. In the incidents of internal network security, it appears a tendency that 
it is from attacking host, the server into attacking network devices, network equipment, particularly 
network core devices are attacked to crash, restart and equipment 100% CPU utilization and other serious 
problems, and to cause the entire network communication interruption, resulting in disastrous results. 
Equipment safety management. As the network size is increasing, the centralized and remote 
management for network device has become a common way of network management. However, 
traditional management techniques in the management information such as user names, passwords and 
other key segments in the network are transmitted in clear text, it is easily stolen, so that the hacker easy 
access to equipment control, change the device configuration, resulting in disruption network applications 
. Therefore, the security of the network device management is another important consideration issue. 
3. College Safety Management System Overview 
3.1. Global Network Security System 
Global Security Network Security System [1] has the main parts as follows: 
Center for Security Policy Management 
Security Policy Management Center is a global security network solutions optional component, when 
the global security network solutions need to deploy distributed , the server of security policy 
management center need to be deployed in the headquarters. The identity information of the entire user 
group, host information, network information, software information and other information is managed 
through the central server. More importantly, administrators can develop personalized security policy 
through the system of security policy management center to guarantee a high degree of unity of the whole 
group in security strategy, achieving unified management operations. Meanwhile, the system of Security 
Policy Management Center decentralize the management right to security server management platform of 
branch offices by way of decentralizing authority, managing by thereselves, and the network management 
center is responsible for the information synchronization and collection. 
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Security management platform 
Security management platform is the brain or commander of the global secure network solutions and it 
is an important part in guiding the whole global security network solutions. The security management 
platform saves identity information of users. Before users access to network formally, they need to pass 
authentication by using security management platform, in order to protect the legitimacy of user identity.   
Meanwhile, the security management platform links with security client to get security status of PC 
connecting network, to develop the corresponding security strategies and complete host integrity 
management by making security policy issue from the client to PC. In the network security management, 
security management platform links with the intrusion detection equipment, carries out effective 
treatment for the attack source, and makes the necessary repair for the attack object, achieving an 
effective management for network attack, at the same time, prevent against effective currently popular 
ARP attack by cooperating with security gateway and security smart switch. 
Security Event Parser 
The role of security event parser is collection, analysis and reporting for the security event. As a direct 
interface platform with intrusion detection equipment, security event parser presets a large number of 
libraries of security incidents, to analyse accurately security incidents which are fed back from intrusion 
detection equipment directly, and to determine whether to report to the server of Security Management 
Platform. 
Security Client 
Security Client is a user-friendly PC-client, its role is to complete identity authentication of users, 
check integrity of host, issue security policy, and receive treatment strategy from security management 
platform when security incidents happen to deal with the response of the host. Meanwhile, cooperating 
with security gateway and security management platform, Security Client is the host-side tool to prevent 
ARP virus. 
Unified security management platform [2] specific architecture shown in Figure 1, consists of three 
levels and five parts: 
Fig. 1. unified security management platform architecture 
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3.2. Other safety management system 
Network Equipment Safety Management System. Network equipment safety management system is 
composed by physical security, security smart switches, firewalls and intrusion detection security 
equipment. 
Architecture of Operating System Management. Microsoft’s windows operating system is the most 
widely used operating system, but there are many loopholes. It links with Microsoft WSUS server 
through global security network solutions to achieve detection, download, install, and other operations for 
client of Windows. The whole process is running in the background automatically without customer 
participation. 
4. Deployment of network security management system for university 
University network security solutions focus on security features of the whole network switching 
equipment and achieve the hardware-level internal network security event protection. The core and access 
is to be considered carefully.  
4.1. Technology of network equipment to achieve security and stability  
The stability indemnity of the network equipment -SPOH technology. 
For the traditional network equipment, security and performance has always been a contradiction 
body. Too much security setting will take the sources improved. In order to protect the security, we must 
spend a lot of equipment resources, which will affect the operational efficiency of network equipment. 
Ruijie core switcher use SPOH technology(synchronous processing technology based on hardware ) to 
achieve the security protection and intelligence security by increasing the independence FFP (Fast Filter 
Processor) hardware module through ASIC chip for every port, then every port can achieve hardware 
processing simultaneously and not affecting the overall performance. It is shown as below.  
Fig. 2. SPOH technical principles 
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Because of SPOH technology, security management is sent to the port, making CPU focus on forward 
work. Effective load of CPU not only make equipment safety but also maintain equipment stability. After 
using core technology of SHOP, network security performance has been well balanced. 
4.2. Implementation Technology based Network Security Management 
SSH：Secure Shell Protocol 
SSH is a versatile, powerful software-based network security solutions, each time the computer sends 
data to the network, SSH automatically encrypts. When data arrives at the destination, SSH automatically 
decrypts the encrypted data. The entire process is transparent. 
Advantages: 
• Make use of strong encryption technology to ensure data privacy. 
• Ensure communication integrity and not to be modified. 
• Certification that is the sender and receiver identification. 
• Authority that is the control to the account access. 
• Make use of forwarding or tunnelling technology to encrypt sessions based on TCP/IP, and ensure that 
data is not stolen. 
5. Summery 
This paper aims to solve the university's network security management, advanced in the establishment 
of global security in the industry based on the design, through the network linkage of all components of 
the final work of network security and overall protection, network security solutions through the 
University of hardware and software linkage, computer and network level, the combination of level, from 
the identity, hosts, networks, and other point of view of network security monitoring, detection, 
prevention and treatment, legal status to help users work together to build, host health, network security, 
the university code of conduct network security. At the same time, through distributed deployment, 
centralized management, it helps users with many branches of the strategy to achieve better unity of 
network security management for the implementation of the new model.  
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